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Robin Reinhart

From: Gary Allen <gja264@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2024 12:29 PM
To: Planning Resource Object
Cc: Stephanie Owen
Subject: H-23-58 Parcel Key 89727, 89736 Rezoning

This communication is being submitted to oppose the rezoning of the above parcel, key. A business’ is trying to establish
a boat rental in an area which is not zoned for it. Despite not being zoned for a boat rental it none the less started
setting up the business’ without the proper permitting in place.

In addition to not properly or legally setting up this business,’ they also decided to improperly dredge to area in the
canal where they were intending to establish the business’ and in the process silted the ancillary canals including the
canal for my property.

How is that a business can come into an established neighborhood and illegally set up operations with no permitting in
place not to mention the sudden zoning issues they raised?

This business’ will affect a well established neighborhoods tranquility and quality of life. It also seems to operate with no
regards for zoning or permitting. As a new resident in this neighborhood and in the process of building a home I had to
comply with all laws and environmental regulations in order to get my home permitted. It required months of planning
and figuring out how to comply with all the regulations. Then Silverstone, Inc comes in and ignores all the rules and
regulations and figures asking for forgiveness will get them established before anyone can do anything about it. This
attitude is frustating and should not be rewarded. They need to comply with rules and regulations the same as anyone
else and forgiveness should not be considered

I request this rezoning be denied in order to preserve the environment of the neighborhood. No one who lives there
wants to see the neighborhood overrun with tourists destroying the very qualities of area which is loved by its
residence.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Gary J Allen, PE
Mechanical Engineer
8169 Anchor Pt Drive
Weeki Wachee, Fl
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